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Milk and Honey is an earnest look at the domestic situation as experienced by one young Jamaican woman, but for all the earnestness of the attempt, Milk and Honey fails as a film. It fails because the film’s dramatic canvas seems to be barely stretched out, and in the final version the directors did not present a coherent dramatic vision on the screen. It is important to state here that the directors have publicly dissociated themselves from the final version of the film. But regardless of the structure of the final cut the directors are responsible for the characterization of actors, camera movement, the look and shape of scenes, composition, and the scenes that make up the script. It may be difficult to apportion blame when a film runs into trouble, but it is quite possible to see what works and does not work scene by scene on the screen and to form a judgement on the whole at the end of the process.

The story itself is simple. Milk and Honey’s main character, Joanna Bell, arrives in Toronto to work as a domestic for a professional couple, the Winebergs. Joanna wants a better life, and while working as a nanny and domestic she attends night school and meets a school principal who is going through a middle crisis.

Joanna has left her eight-year-old son David in Jamaica, and as months go by he begins to miss him terribly. She brings him to Toronto for Christmas and realizes that the child has grown. He is jealous of the Winebergs’ children and is at loose ends when Joanna leaves him in an empty apartment to go to work. After the holidays she keeps him in Toronto, thereby setting off the subterfuges and complications that entangle Joanna, the school principal, and David with Canadian Immigration.

The main problem is that the script, as we see it on the screen, is inconsistent and flawed. There are a number of story lines that are not integrated in the film. Osten s it is Joanna Bell’s story, the “domestic with the illegal child” story, but the script tries to touch on everything that affects domestics and illegal immigrants - exploitative employers, exploitative countryside, loneliness, inter-sexual, and family separation. These (undeniably real) issues crowd out Joanna’s story, and what Milk and Honey gives us is a guided tour of a domestic situation, all seen from the window of a moving bus. We get a sociological look at the problems of domestics but we never get a look at Joanna, the specific story.

This is a pity, because Josette Simon as Joanna is a luminous presence in the film. (I have heard that Josette Simon does not look like a “typical domestic” - but what does a “typical domestic” look like?)

Simon takes every dramatic scene in which she appears come alive, although the critics want to ask where her character gets the motivation to be the strong, positive character she is. She is, after all, a naive girl barely out of her teens from a remote country village and new to Canada. No matter, Josette Simon sets off sparks. She does wonders with the character she has. A stronger or more plausible script would have allowed her to fully extend herself. The scenes between Simon and Fiona Reid, who plays your young professional employer in the film, had interest and sparkle. Every time they were on screen together, there was dramatic tension and excitement.

Fiona Reid is too excellent an actress to end up with the limited screen time she has in this film. She could have been a greater asset, and is wasted in Milk and Honey.

At least Simon and Reid seem to have found enough in their characters to find the centre of the characters. D’Janet Sears and Emrol Slue appeared to be playing without real direction. There seemed to be unmotivated character changes in their roles that left both performers’ adrift in implausible characterization.

In particular, D’Janet Sears’ character moves precipitously from complaining domestic to stereotypical goodtime girl and all-purpose villainess. We are given no substantial hint or warning that this will be so - except maybe that she always carried a hip flask when she was a domestic. Maybe that is motivation enough for her character. Somehow I don’t think so. And Sears’ character is essential to a believable plot. Both Sears and Slue have done fine work in the past and both are veteran performers. The problem here is inadequate character development and inadequate direction.

This seems also to be true for Lyman Ward, who plays the high school principal Adam, Joanna’s love interest and white knight in shining armour, who is going through a middle-age crisis and has had a marital breakup. Lyman Ward plays most of the role in a very low-key fashion, as if he isn’t sure what he should be doing and so does as little as possible. He is so low-key that his TV-movie heroes to save Joanna from the immigration police seem quixotic and implausible.

(C’m on, fellows, this is a nice Canadian high school principal - he’s gonna risk his pension for a black domestic with an illegal child and no hope of getting away?)

It’s a pity Milk and Honey isn’t a better film.

Heaven knows black stories rarely get onto large or small screens. And Peter O’Brien of Independent Pictures must be complimented on taking a chance with Yates and Salzman.

But frankly, Milk and Honey is an opportunity missed. Good intentions are not good enough. Roger McTair
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